Wall to wall We offer the finest collection of carpets for residential requirements.
We stock over 30 carpet collections encompassing a variety of styles and shapes
from the truly classic to the ultra contemporary. The benefits of broadloom carpet
which includes high aesthetics ,no visible seams & provides great comfort
underfoot when installed with proper padding
Carpet tiles are an ideal floor covering in all rooms both at work and at home
which are tough, hard-wearing or a , colorful design for your home,we have a
great choice for your selection which offer versatility, high performance criteria
and a range of design options limited only by the imagination. They are ideally
suited to areas where raised access flooring is installed ~ as they can be
individually lifted, causing a minimum of disruption. Moreover, worn tiles, at high
traffic points, can be easily replaced, either by new tiles, or by unworn tiles taken
from the recesses of the carpeted area to this the easy cleaning and fitting, and
you have the perfect solution for all your carpeting needs. We have sample
packs containing small sections of actual tiles so you can compare the colours
and patterns to your existing or planned decor.
Wall to wall carpeting shampooing When we are cleaning wall-to-wall carpet,
we will need to do more than just vacuum. Carpets that become heavily soiled will
require shampooing to restore the carpet's appearance. Deep cleaning your
wall-to-wall carpet regularly will keep the color of your carpet vibrant and will help
reduce allergens and dirt particles that an ordinary vacuum cannot remove
completely. Cleaning a wall-to-wall carpet will require that you set aside a few
hours out of your day to ensure that it is clean them properly.
We have a specialize team & a wide stock range of carpet accessories and tools
for your installation needs
.

